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A generalized soft-sphere model for Monte Carlo simulation
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Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080, People’s Republic of China
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A new collision model, called the generalized soft-sphere~GSS! model, is introduced. It has the
same total cross section as the generalized hard-sphere model@Phys. Fluids A5, 738 ~1993!#,
whereas the deflection angle is calculated by the soft-sphere scattering model@Phys. Fluids A3,
2459 ~1991!#. In virtue of a two-term formula given to fit the numerical solutions of the collision
integrals for the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential and for the Stockmayer potential, the parameters
involved in the GSS model are determined explicitly that may fully reproduce the transport
coefficients under these potentials. Coefficients of viscosity, self-diffusion and diffusion for both
polar and nonpolar molecules given by the GSS model and experiment are in excellent agreement
over a wide range of temperature from low to high. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method is a
general numerical technique to analyze rarefied gas flo1

The strategy of DSMC is to track the molecular trajecto
and status based on the collision mechanics of model m
ecules, and then obtain physical quantities of interest thro
statistical average. A physically realistic collision model
therefore critical for DSMC to predict various gas flows r
liably and accurately. In actual gases the force between
molecules is repulsive at small distances, and more we
attractive at larger distances. This behavior is most sim
described by the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential2,3

w~r !54«F S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G . ~1!

The parameters« and s ~which have dimensions of energ
and length, respectively! are constants characteristic of th
chemical species of the colliding molecules, andr is the
inter-molecular separation. Systematic studies2,3 showed that
the potential~1! was adequate for a number of nonpolar m
ecules such as air.

For polar molecules like ammonia and water vap
however, strong electrostatic interaction leads to anoma
behavior with respect to the potential~1!.2,3 This electrostatic
contribution is proven proportional to the inverse third pow
of the intermolecular separation. Stockmayer combined s
a term with the Lennard-Jones potential to describe the
teraction between polar molecules2,3

w~r !54«F S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6

2dS s

r D 3G , ~2!

whered is a dimensionless constant that measures the po
ization of a substance. The potential~2!, known as the Stock-
mayer potential, was successfully applied to many po
molecules.2,3

An accurate procedure to calculate collision cross s
tions and scatter for the potentials~1! or ~2! has been widely
4391070-6631/2002/14(12)/4399/7/$19.00
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used in kinetic studies of transport properties.2,3 Application
of this procedure to DSMC, though straightforward in pri
ciple, is too computationally intensive in engineering conte
where millions and even billions of molecular collision
have to be considered. Many efforts4–9 have been paid to
establish a collision model appropriate to the DSMC meth
such as the variable hard-sphere~VHS! model of Bird,4,5

variable soft-sphere ~VSS! model of Koura and
Matsumoto,7,8 and generalized hard-sphere~GHS! model of
Hassan and Hash.9 Besides the computational efficienc
these models aimed at phenomenological reproduction
transport coefficients under the inverse-power-law~IPL! or
Lennard-Jones potential. They were to some extent succ
ful, whereas certain important issues such as molecular
larization remain to be settled. Moreover, the parameters
volved in the GHS and VSS models for the Lennard-Jo
potential were not expressed explicitly, and had to be
merically solved through the least-square fitting of expe
mental data.8,9 This is of course inconvenient for practica
simulation.

This paper is organized as follows. First, previous mo
els are reviewed. Then, a universal collision model, name
generalized soft-sphere~GSS! model, is introduced that is
suitable to both polar and nonpolar molecules over a w
temperature range. By virtue of a fitting formula of the n
merical solutions of the collision integrals for the potentia
~1! and ~2!, the parameters involved in the GSS model a
expressed explicitly. Next, transport coefficients given
GSS previous models are compared with experimental d
Finally, some conclusions are given.

II. PREVIOUS MODELS

The VHS model4,5 assumes that the total cross secti
varies like

sT}cr
22v , ~3!
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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while the deflection angle in a collision follows the ha
sphere scattering law, i.e., an isotropic scattering in
center-of-mass frame of reference

x52 arccos~b/d!, ~4!

wherecr is the relative speed of the colliding molecules, a
b is the miss-distance impact parameter. The total cross
tion ~3! bears the same relation of coefficient of viscosity
temperature as the IPL potential1,4

m}Tv11/2, ~5!

wherev52/(h21), andh is the power of IPL.
It is well known that the IPL potential considers the r

pulsive force between molecules only and becomes poo
low temperatures where the attractive force dominate2,3

Therefore, it is desirable to establish a model based on
tentials with both attraction and repulsion like~1!. Under the
hard-sphere scattering, the potential~1! has the relation of
coefficient of viscosity to temperature as follows:9

m}
T1/611/2

11coT21/2, ~6!

whereco is a constant. Clearly, the relations~5! and ~6! are
inconsistent. This led to the introduction by Hassan a
Hash9 of the GHS model, in which the deflection angle obe
the hard-sphere scattering law~4!, while the total collision
cross section is described by more than one term

sT

s2 5( b j S Et

« D 2, j

, ~7!

whereEt5
1
2 mrcr

2 , mr is the reduced mass of two collidin
molecules, andb j and , j are constants that are determin
through a numerically least-square fit of experimental data
viscosity coefficient for simple gases, and binary diffusi
coefficient for gas mixtures. This is not only inconvenie
but sometimes even infeasible because the coefficient
diffusion are difficult to observe and experimental data
often not available.3,11

Koura and his co-workers6,7 showed that the hard-sphe
scattering law employed in the VHS and GHS models led
an unreal ratio of the momentum to viscosity cross-sect
They suggested a soft-sphere scattering model to calcu
the deflection angle7

x52 arccos@~b/d!1/a#, ~8!

whereb is the miss-distance impact parameter,d is the col-
lision diameter. The deflection angle~8! gives rise to the
viscosity and momentum cross sections as follows:7

sm5
2Sm

3
sT , sm5SDsT , ~9!

with Sm56a/@(a11)(a12)# andSD52/(a11).
In the VSS model,7 the total cross section anda are

chosen in such a way to reproduce the actual viscosity
diffusion cross sections for a given interaction potential

a5~sD /sm20.5!21, sT5
3sm

2Sm
. ~10!
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For the IPL potential, the analytical expressions ofsm and
sD are available,2,3 from whichsT anda are easily derived:7

sT has the same relation tocr as the VHS model, anda is a
constant dependent upon the molecular species. The va
of a for a number of gases were given in Table I of Ref.
and in Tables I and II of Ref. 8 for air species. As commen
by Hassan and Hash,9 ‘‘For attractive–repulsive potentials
sm and sD do not have analytical expressions. As a res
the implementation of such a method without introduci
simplifying assumptions is not very practical.’’ For instanc
for the Lennard-Jones potential, the relations ofsT anda to
the relative energy derived from the numerical solutions
sm andsD were plotted in Fig. 3 of Ref. 7. Indeed, it is no
very practical to utilize these profiles in DSMC calculation

III. GSS MODEL

In the GSS model, the total cross section and the defl
tion angle are given by Eqs.~7! and~8!, respectively. There-
fore, the GSS model may be regarded as an extension o
GHS model for attractive–repulsive potentials, like the VS
model based on the IPL potential is an extension of V
model. However, the introduction of the soft-sphere scat
ing law results in a difficulty to determine explicitly the pa
rameters involved in GSS. This issue, essentially import
for practical convenience, will be addressed in the followin

It is known that the coefficients of viscosity and se
diffusion of a simple gas, to the first approximation, may
written as2,3

m5
5

16S ApmkT

ps2V (2,2)* D , ~11!

TABLE I. Force constants for the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential ~Ref. 3,
Tables 8.4-1 and I-A!.

Gas «/k (°K) s31010 m

He 10.22 2.576
Ne 35.7 2.789
Ar 124 3.418
Kr 190 3.61
Xe 229 4.055
Hg 851 2.898
H2 33.3 2.968
D2 39.3 2.948
Air 97.0 3.617
N2 91.5 3.681
O2 113 3.433
F2 112 3.653
Cl2 357 4.115
Br2 520 4.268
I2 550 4.982

CO 110 3.59
CO2 190 3.996
NO 119 3.47
N2O 220 3.879
CH4 137 3.882
CCl4 327 5.881
SO2 252 4.290
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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D5
3kT

16p S A2pkT/mr

ps2V (1,1)* D , ~12!

with

V (1,1)* 5
1

ps2 E
0

`

exp~2z2!z5sDdz, ~13!

V (2,2)* 5
1

2ps2 E
0

`

exp~2z2!z7smdz, ~14!

wherez25 1
2 mrcr

2/kT, sm andsD are the viscosity and mo
mentum cross sections, respectively,p and T are the gas
pressure and temperature,m is the molecular mass, andk is
the Boltzmann constant.

Substituting of Eq.~9! into ~13! and~14! yields the self-
diffusion and viscosity integrals for the GSS model

VGSS
(1,1)* 5

1

p~a* 11! ( b j* G~32, j* !T
*
2, j* ~15!

and

VGSS
(2,2)* 5

a*

p~a* 11!~a* 12! ( b j* G~42, j* !T
*
2, j* ,

~16!

whereT* 5kT/«, andG~...! denotes the gamma function.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS IN GSS

A. a* , b1 , b2 , ø1 , and ø2

A simple means to determine the parameters of the G
model is to compare the right-hand sides of Eqs.~15! and
~16! against those of~13! and ~14!, if the latter may be
solved analytically. Such analytical solutions are availab
however, only at special conditions such as IPL or the ha
sphere scattering law. For the Lennard-Jones~6-12! poten-
tial, V (2,2)* was numerically solved by Hirschfelder, Curtis
and Bird and tabulated as functions ofT* 5kT/« from 0.3 to
400 in Table I-M, Ref. 3. This paper employs a two-ter
fitting formula

FIG. 1. Comparison ofV (2,2)* versusT* . The solid line is given by the
fitting formulas~17!; the circles are the accurate data for the Lennard-Jo
potential~6-12! given in Table I-M, Ref. 3.
Downloaded 20 Nov 2009 to 159.226.231.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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Vfit
(2,2)* 5a1T

*
2c11a2T

*
2c2 , ~17!

with a151.1,a250.4,c150.133, andc251.25. Comparison
between the formula~17! and the accurate solution o
Hirschfelderet al.3 shows remarkable agreement~Fig. 1!.

The fitting formula ~17! is also suitable to the Stock
mayer potential.c1 and c2 remain unchanged, whereasa1

and a2 need an additional term to include the polarizati
effect

a151.120.044d, ~18!

a250.410.76d. ~19!

As shown in Fig. 2, Eq.~17!, with a1 anda2 calculated by
~18! and ~19!, compares well with the accurate solution
V (2,2)* for the potential~2! that was obtained by Krieger10

and included in Table IX, Ref. 3.
Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs.~16! and ~17!

yields

,1* [c150.133, ~20!

s

FIG. 3. Comparison ofV (1,1) versusT* . The solid line is given by the GSS
model, i.e., Eq.~15! with the parameters determined by Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and
~24!–~26!; the circles are the accurate data for the Lennard-Jones~6-12!
potential given in Table I-M~Ref. 3!.

FIG. 2. Comparison ofV (2,2)* versusT* . The lines~dashed, dotted, and
solid! are given by the fitting formulas~17! at d of 0.25, 1.00, and 1.75,
respectively; the symbols~triangle, square, and circle! are the accurate data
for the Stockmayer potential.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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,2* [c251.25, ~21!

a*

p~a* 11!~a* 12!
3b1* G~42,1* ![a1 , ~22!

a*

p~a* 11!~a* 12!
3b2* G~42,2* ![a2 , ~23!

andb j* [0 for j .2. This indicates that the first two terms o
the general form~7! is enough for either Lennard-Jones
Stockmayer potential.

Another relation to determinea* , b1* , andb2* may be

provided by matchingVGSS
(1,1)* to the accurate solution o

V (1,1)* for the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential also given in
Table I-M, Ref. 3. They agree with each other when~Fig. 3!

a* 51.5. ~24!

This value is reasonable sincea* generally lies between 1
and 2~cf. Ref. 1, p. 42!. From Eqs.~22!–~24!, we have

b1* 53.96220.158d ~25!

and

b2* 54.55818.660d. ~26!

B. «, s, and d

The parameters«, s, andd in the potentials~1! and ~2!
for like molecules may be determined from experimen
data of coefficient of viscosity. A procedure was described
detail in Ref. 3 that also provided the values of«, s, andd
for many gases in Tables 8.4-1, 8.6-1, and I-A. Those
common gases are included here~Tables I and II!.

Force constants between unlike molecules, in princip
may be obtained from the binary diffusion coefficient at d
ferent temperatures. However, few measurements of this
have been made practically. It is customary to make us
the combining laws that relate the force constants betw

TABLE II. Parameter for the Stockmayer potential~Ref. 3, Table 8.6-1!.

Gas «/k (°K) s31010 m d

NO 112.4 3.508 0.003 371
CO 109.9 3.585 0.009 830

CHCl3 415.2 5.117 0.071 77
H2S 221.1 3.733 0.2739
HCl 218.0 3.506 0.4123
SO2 191.4 4.341 0.5995

NOCl 205.2 4.332 0.7272
CH3Cl 243.6 4.076 0.7606
CH3OH 194.9 4.082 0.7715

CH3COCH3 158.4 5.485 1.1253
NH3 146.8 3.441 1.2499
H2O 230.9 2.824 2.333
Downloaded 20 Nov 2009 to 159.226.231.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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unlike molecules to those between like molecules.3 If both
unlike molecules are nonpolar or polar, the combining la
are simply as

s i j 5
s i1s j

2
, ~27!

« i j 5A« i« j , ~28!

d i j 5Ad id j . ~29!

The interaction between a polar molecule and a nonp
molecule obeys the potential between two nonpolar m
ecules, i.e., the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential, whereas the
combining laws to decide the force constants become a l
different3

snp5 1
2 ~sn1sp!j21/6, ~30!

«np5A«n«pj2 ~31!

and

j5110.5ansn
23dA«p /«n, ~32!

wheresn ,«n are Lennard-Jones potential parameters for
nonpolar molecule,sp ,«p are Stockmayer potential param
eters for the polar molecule, andan is reduced polarizability
of the nonpolar molecule. The values ofan for many gases
were given in Table 13.2-3, Ref. 3, and those for comm
gases included in Table III.

V. COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH EXPERIMENT

A number of experiments have been carried out to m
sure transport coefficients. The measured data obtaine
different authors covered a wide temperature range, and w
collected in Chapter 8, Ref. 3 and Table 6-177, Ref. 11.

In the GSS model, coefficients of viscosity, se
diffusion and diffusion are given by Eqs.~11!, ~12!, ~15!, and
~16!, while the parametersa* , b1 , b2 , ,1 , and,2 involved
are calculated by Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and ~24!–~26!, and the
parameters«, s, andd for unlike molecules by the combin
ing laws~27!–~29! or ~30!–~32!. The same procedure applie
to the GHS model, except for the value ofa* that becomes
unity rather than 1.5.

Coefficients of viscosity and self-diffusion for the VS
and VHS models based on the IPL potential are related
follows:7

mVSS5mVSH/Sm , ~33!

DVSS5DVSH/SD , ~34!

with

mVHS5m ref~T/Tref!
v, ~35!
72
TABLE III. Polarization of molecules~Ref. 3, Table 13.2-3!.

Gas H2 N2 O2 Cl2 N2O CO CO2 CH4 CCl4 SO2

an31030 m3 0.79 1.76 1.60 4.61 3.00 1.95 2.65 2.60 10.5 3.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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DVSH5
2~3.52v!p

5kT
mVSH, ~36!

wherem ref is the reference viscosity at a reference tempe
ture. The values ofm ref , v anda depend upon the chemica
species, and are given in Tables A1 and A4 of Ref. 1, a
Table I of Ref. 7. Although the VSS model is generally a
plicable to any potential in a mathematical sense, the par
eters involved are provided only for the IPL potential.7,8

Therefore, our discussion on the VSS model limits the I
situation.

A. Coefficient of viscosity

The viscosity coefficients of argon and nitrogen given
the GSS model and experiment are compared in Figs. 4
5, respectively. The experimental data are available o
temperature ranges of 80–1500 K for argon, and 100–1
K for nitrogen. The GSS and experimental results are
excellent agreement over the entire range of temperat
The coefficients of viscosity between GHS and GSS are o

FIG. 4. Comparison of viscosity coefficient of argon given by GSS a
experiment.

FIG. 5. Comparison of viscosity coefficient of nitrogen given by GSS a
experiment.
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different by a factor ofa* /@(a* 11)(a* 12)#. This factor
is equal to 1/6 for GHS (a* 51), and 6/35 for GSS (a*
51.5). Therefore, the GHS profiles, not shown in the fi
ures, almost overlay with the GSS profiles. The coefficie
of viscosity given by VSS and VHS are close, since t
values of Sm are equal to 1.023 for argon and 1.029 f
nitrogen. The VHS and VSS results agree well with the e
perimental data at a normal temperature range between
and 1000 K, but show an obvious difference at the low a
high temperatures. For example, the viscosity coefficie
~mPa s! for argon given by VHS and VSS are 83.9 and 82
at 1500 K, respectively, in comparison with the GSS value
68.5 and the experimental data3 of 66.4. The difference up to
about 20% may attribute to the attractive portion of molec
lar interaction neglected in IPL and a constant ofv employed
in VHS and VSS. It is known that the attractive force b
comes important at low temperature, and the real value ov
markedly varies with the range of temperatures~cf. Ref. 2, p.
231!. For convenience of engineering simulation, howev
the VHS and VSS models employ a constant ofv that is
usually determined at a reference temperature of 273 K. T
value is suitable within the neighborhood, i.e., normal te
peratures, but it becomes inaccurate at distant temperatu

Figure 6 compares the coefficients of viscosity of wa
vapor given by GSS and experiment.11 As can be seen, ther
is remarkable agreement. Because of a strong polar prop
(d52.333), water vapor behaves abnormally from comm
gases such as argon and nitrogen. Therefore, IPL
Lennard-Jones potentials are not suitable to this kind
molecules,2,3 so are the VHS, VSS, and GHS models bas
on them.

B. Coefficient of self-diffusion

Table IV compares self-diffusion coefficients for fou
common gases~Ar, H2 , N2 , and CO2) given by the models
and experiment.3 The GSS results agree quite nicely with th
measured data, with a difference generally within 5%, exc
at an extremely low temperature of 20 K for hydrogen whe
it is nearly 10%. The difference between the VSS mo
based on IPL and the experiment is within 10% at the norm

d

d

FIG. 6. Comparison of viscosity coefficient of water vapor~steam! given by
GSS model and experiment.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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temperatures, but it increases significantly at lower temp
tures. The hard-sphere scattering law employed in the V
and GHS models make their results generally more t
20%–30% deviate from the experimental data.

C. Coefficients of diffusion

Table V compares the coefficients of diffusion of nonp
lar molecules given by GSS, VSS, and experiment.3 In the
VSS model, the diffusion coefficients may be written as1

D125
3~a1211!Ap~2kT/mr !

v12

16G~3.52v12!n~sT,ref!12cr ,ref
2(v1220.5) . ~37!

The parameters ofa12 and v12 for N2– H2, N2– CO2,
H2– CO2 are given in Table I of Ref. 7, and the referen
diameter (dref)12 is assumed to be the mean value of tho
for the pure substances 1 and 2 given in Table A3, Ref
Generally, the three results agree with each other; in det
the GSS results agree better with the measured data.

Table VI includes the coefficients of diffusion for pola
molecule of water vapor and nonpolar molecules given
the GSS model and experiment.3 Again, comparison shows
satisfactory agreement.

TABLE IV. Comparison of self-diffusion coefficients (cm2 s21) at 1 atm
given by the GSS, GHS, VSS, VHS models, and experiment.

Gas T (°K) GSS VSS GHS VHS
Experiment

~Ref. 3!

Ar 77.7 0.0130 0.0178 0.0104 0.0134 0.013460.0002
273.2 0.161 0.173 0.129 0.131 0.15660.002
353.2 0.258 0.276 0.206 0.207 0.24960.003

H2 20.4 0.0100 0.0165 0.008 0.0140 0.008 1660.0002
85. 0.172 0.179 0.138 0.152 0.17260.008
273. 1.327 1.255 1.062 1.067 1.28560.002

N2 77.7 0.0160 0.0205 0.0128 0.0164 0.016860.0003
273.2 0.181 0.183 0.145 0.146 0.18560.006
353.2 0.287 0.286 0.230 0.228 0.28760.009

CO2 194.8 0.0478 0.0557 0.0382 0.0375 0.0516
273.2 0.0938 0.1069 0.0750 0.0720 0.0970
312.8 0.1218 0.1389 0.0974 0.0935 0.1248
362.6 0.1614 0.1847 0.129 0.1244 0.1644

TABLE V. Comparison of diffusion coefficients (cm2 s21) at 1 atm given
by GSS, VSS, and experiment.

Gas T (°K) GSS VSS Experiment~Ref. 3!

N2– H2 273.2 0.696 0.712 0.674
288.2 0.764 0.783 0.743
293.2 0.787 0.808 0.76

N2– CO2 273.2 0.134 0.120 0.144
288.2 0.148 0.131 0.158
293.2 0.153 0.135 0.16
298.2 0.157 0.139 0.165

H2– CO2 273.2 0.571 0.526 0.550
288.2 0.628 0.580 0.619
293.2 0.648 0.599 0.60
298.2 0.667 0.618 0.646
Downloaded 20 Nov 2009 to 159.226.231.78. Redistribution subject to AI
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The GSS model provided a universal procedure to inc
porate the Lennard-Jones~6-12! potential for nonpolar mol-
ecules and the Stockmayer potential for polar molecules
the DSMC method. The fitting formula~17! played an im-
portant role in determining explicitly the parameters i
volved in GSS. The parameters of the potentials~1! and ~2!
for a number of gases achieved by kinetic studies for m
years,2,3 together with the combining laws used in kinet
theory to obtain the potential parameters of unlike molecu
from those of like molecules, exactly applied to the GS
model. Therefore, it was convenient to implement this mo
in an engineering simulation. Coefficients of viscosity, se
diffusion and diffusion given by the GSS model agreed w
with experimental data for a number of nonpolar and po
gases over a wide range of temperature. Judged by the a
racy and scope of application, the GSS model may be p
erable to the previous models.
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APPENDIX: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GSS MODEL
IN MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

In the DSMC method the collision probability of a pa
of molecules within the same cell or sub-cell is proportion
to the product of the total cross sectionsT and the relative
speed. In the GSS model,sT is easily calculated using Eq
~7!, with ,1* , ,2* , a* , b1* , andb2* determined by Eqs.~20!,
~21!, and~24!–~26!, and«, s, andd given in Tables I–III.

According to collision dynamics, in a Cartesian coord
nate system, the components of the post-collision rela
speedcr* may be written as1

ur* 5cosxur1sinx sin«Av r
21wr

2, ~A1!

v r* 5cosxv r1sinx~crwr cos«2urv r sin«!/Av r
21wr

2,
~A2!

TABLE VI. Coefficient of diffusion (cm2 s21) for H2O and nonpolar gases
at 1 atm.

Gas T (°K) GSS Experiment~Ref. 3!

H2O–H2 307.4 1.00 1.02
328.5 1.13 1.12
352.2 1.28 1.20

H2O–CO2 307.4 0.198 0.202
328.5 0.225 0.211
352.2 0.258 0.241

H2O–He 307.4 1.00 0.90
328.5 1.12 1.01
352.2 1.26 1.12

H2O–N2 307.4 0.272 0.256
328.5 0.309 0.303
352.2 0.352 0.359
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wr* 5cosxwr2sinx~crv r cos«1urwr sin«!/Av r
21wr

2,
~A3!

with

cosx52•R1
1/a21, ~A4!

«52p•R2 , ~A5!

whereR1 andR2 are random numbers uniformly distribute
between 0 and 1, andur , v r , andwr are the components o
cr .
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